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SAV E

CHALLENGES

H�v�s Ort�g�

M�n�l�, Phi�ipP�n�s

With the climate changing, the city of Valenzuela,
home to Metro Manila ’s manufacturing industry,
has always been hit by �oods, a�ecting the lives of
its people. Our answer is Proj ect SAVE (Signage
and Adspace Versatile for Emergencies) – dual
purpose signages/ad spaces that transform into
life-saving devices in times of emergency.
THE BIRTH OF AN IDEA
Every year, the Philippines is hit by typhoons and
storms which devastate the country and kill people.
As soon as we learn that a typhoon or a storm is approaching, we have an obligation to remove and roll
up all OOH materials in the country. In a way, advertising is always the �rst evacuation. But what if instead of
being the �rst to go, advertising is the �rst to respond?
That was what sparked the idea for Project SAVE.

Creating the prototypes and testing out the di�e rent
materials to come up with a light yet stable and buoyant vessel was de�nitely the most challenging part. It
was also the time that created the most enthusiasm
among the team and it created perfect working conditions which made things easier!

THE FUTURE OF COLLABORATIONS
We are currently in talks with McDonald’s to have them
come in as the �rst advertisers to utilize this advertising medium. They felt that it was a powerful idea and
they believe in it. Having McDonald’s supporting this
initiative would for sure encourage other interested
brands to join the movement.

THE FUTURE OF VALENZUELA CITY
Now we are working with the Local Government to
determine additional areas in the city where we can put
up the SAVE structures. It would be great if we could
branch out and share this innovation with other areas in
the world that are a�ected by severe �ooding.

KEY TAKEAWAY
Sometimes all it takes is a simple, well-executed idea
to make a huge impact.
DA RE

THE IMPACT
There are currently 3 structures installed in Valenzuela
City. During the demonstration of the SAVE devices,
people were very enthusiastic and thankful, knowing
that they would now have a ready-made solution in the
vicinity. We really hope more SAVE devices will be implemented in the rest of the country to help them face
the next bad �ooding. As a matter of perspective, we
are obviously thankful that the SAVE devices have not
yet been deployed.

l�arn mOre
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KEY FIGURES

WE ARE HAVAS GROUP
Established in 1835 by Charles-Louis Havas,
�ounder o� the frst news agency. Now one o� the
largest communications groups in the world.

Trav e l &
Le isure

T MT

Retail

Other

Indust ry &
Serv ices

Food &
Bev erage

Finance

Healt hcare &
Wellness

FMCG

A utomot iv e

CLIENT CATEGORIES
5.2%
6.8%

6.9%

7.2%

8.1%

9.2%

10%
13.2%

22%

60+
20 000
HAVAS V ILLAGES
ON 5 CONTINENTS

PEOPLE

Health & You
business

Media
business

Creative
business

19%

34%

47%

HAVAS GROUP REV ENUE SPLIT BY DIV ISION
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For the second edition of our magazine Dare! we have chosen to explore
one of the essential ingredients to being meaningful: Truth, a concept that
is under challenge within society at large.
Truth has been widely undermined by the surge of fake news, clickbait and
deepfakes, and yet never has its role been so crucial to restoring trust.
Truth-telling lays solid foundations for building a relationship based on
honesty. People today expect brands to make promises they can
keep and embody values they respect . Consumers are better educated
than ever before and empowered by social media. They have the power
at their �ngertips to express and exchange their opinions freely, widely
and truthfully, and to promote or punish a brand. They expect brands to
go beyond j ust providing a product or a service: they are looking for
authentic connections and experiences.
People want to be told the truth.
Truth should be at the heart of who we are as a company for our people,
and as a partner for our clients.
Thanks to our insights, we know that in order for a brand to survive it has to
embrace the truth and connect in an authentic way with its customers. Our
role as communications experts is more important than ever: we are here
to help our clients communicate responsibly and transparently to better
engage with their audiences.
Authenticity should drive our day-to-day relationship with clients: telling
a client the truth about its brands is not always easy but we must dare to
do so: it’s our duty. Hearing the truth from a client can at times be di�cult,
but it is a precious learning allowing us to achieve excellence and grow
meaningfully together.
At Havas we strive to be true to our values, to our people and to
our clients.
Let’s make a meaningful di�erence, together.
Yannick Bolloré
Chairman & CEO Havas Group
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DESPERTA

THE BIRTH OF AN IDEA

H�v�s H�a�th & You
Brazi�

“Date rape drugs” are often used in night clubs to
spike a victim ’s drink. They attack the central nervous system causing loss of consciousness and
amnesia. Havas Health & You and UMG wanted
to use their combined knowledge and in�uence
to help reduce violent acts against women in Bra zil. Desperta is not a solution to the problem - the
ultimate solution would be the eradication of acts
of rape and an understanding that the responsibility
for these attacks falls on the attacker and not the
victims. However, as a step in the right direction,
and a way for people to add a layer of assurance
and protection to their social activities, now all it
takes to determine if your drink is spiked is to dip a
�nger in it. “Desperta” in Portuguese has a double
meaning: to be awake, but also to be smart and
alert. This is exactly what the product does.

The political and social climate in Brazil today is
marked by conservatism. Women are expected to
have a certain conduct and 30% of men believe that a
woman who dresses provocatively cannot complain if
she’s raped. This is why most of the victims do not report the crime. When rape happens, the �rst t hing that
goes through certain people’s minds is to question
whether the woman is actually speaking the truth.

CHALLENGES
There were three big challenges: challenge the culture
of rape, raise understanding of the problem, and create
an undisputed solution that would leave no doubts that
women are telling the truth.

SOLUTIONS
A package against crime composed of a nail sticker
and a music video. Music has historically fuelled social
change and rallied support around important causes.
The song, Good Night, Good Night , was s pecially composed to raise awareness of the problem and increase
respect for women. It was co-written and performed
by Malia, one of the most promising singers of the new
generation in Brazil.

ABOUT THE PRODUCT
A discreet nail sticker can help detect if a drink has
been spiked. A woman can dip her �ngernail into her
drink and if the sticker changes colour, the drink has
been spiked.

DA RE

FINDING THE TRUTH

We have an innovation program called Hbox, where
we have a unique methodology to generate proactive
ideas that can solve problems within society through
our brands and products. UMG has always worked
with us on this program. The creation process for Desperta was very fast. Ideas started �owing as soon as
we read the brief but Desperta stood out as having the
potential to generate the impact we wanted and have
the power to help protect women.

l�arn mOre
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PROSUMERS

Prosumer Reports is a series of thought leadership publications
by Havas Group—part of a global initiative to share information and insights, including our own proprietary research,
across the Havas network and client companies. The
Prosumer team typically releases three or four reports
a year. Each year’s topics are di�erent and are
chosen according to client priorities. Here you
will �nd some truths and insights about
LOVE & ENTERTAINMENT.

IN CASE YOU ARE WONDERING,
WHAT IS A PROSUMER:

The leading-edge 15-20% of consumers,
Prosumers are:

• First to market (usually 6-18 months
ahead of the mainstream)
• Forward thinking
• In�uential
• Proactive
• Socially and/or environmentally conscious

THE TRUTH
ABOUT LOVE IN
THE DIGITAL AGE
With our newest survey —�elded among nearly
17,500 people ages 13+ in 37 countries—Havas Group
explores the quest for love in the digital era.
Among our key �ndings:

T RUT H

The bigger the stakes, the bigger the playground

Sex machine

The internet and digital apps have dramatically expanded the pools of potential mates, but that hasn’t
made �nding “the one” any easier. In fact, around half
of Prosumers think dating was simpler for previous
generations.

People have become obsessed with their sexual performance,
becoming more and more anxious that they’re not meeting expectations. As a consequence, sex has become an athletic event
that people are willing to train for. More than 4 in 10 Prosumers
would be willing to monitor their sexual activities and performance for improvement.

From eternal love to eternal dating

Tinderella Syndrome

The desire and pressure to �nd eternal love has made
the love quest never-ending. Our love search has been
revolutionized by digital in:

How we are looking for love via social media

42% of teens have been �irting on Instagram.

How we are using all kinds of apps to maximize our chances of �nding love
67% of Prosumers agree that dating apps are
good for �nding a partner from within like-minded
communities.

How we are raising our expectations
regarding suitable matches
64% of Prosumers say dating apps have
made people more selective about whom
they decide to date.

We prefer the “game” to the “goal.” More than a third of Prosumers admit they’re more interested in receiving matches than in
actually meeting potential partners.

Follow your heart, or an algorithm?
Chinese Prosumers have already chosen science over their
instincts. To �nd love, nothing is safer than trusting an algorithm—50% of them would trust an algorithm to �nd their soul
mate, 56% think arti�cial intelligence will be able to tell them
if they are really in love and in a sustainable relationship,
and 57% would like dating apps to incorporate DNA match
analysis.

Love around the world
The love game has di�erent rules around the world.
While some countries such as France still play the
“game of love & chance” (70% trust random encounters to �nd love), some others consider it a family
a�air (78% of Saudi Arabians trust their families to
help them �nd love).

And how we are always under
pressure, always looking for a
better option
39% of Prosumers admit that
when they’re in a relationship,
they sometimes wonder
whether they can �nd a bet ter partner.

l�arn mOre
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THE TRUTH ABOUT
FUTURE OF ENTERTAINMENT
NO LONGER SUPERFICIAL,
ENTERTAINMENT HAS BECOME
AS IMPORTANT AS HEALTH

I can’t stand still
without consuming
content

IT’S IMPORTANT THAT ARTISTS PUT
SOCIAL ISSUES AT THE HEART
OF THE MUSIC THEY PRODUCE

My experiences with brands should be
more entertaining

DA RE

I would give
up sleep to
binge-watch
a show I like

I can’t
live without
Netfix

I’m engaged by and remember better advertising that is entertaining

I would watch advertising if it were more
entertaining

I THINK THE FOLLOWING ASPECTS OF LIFE COULD BE
IMPROVED BY BEING MADE MORE ENTERTAINING:

Education

Cooking

Housework

Hospital
stays

Family
moments

Work
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Our Meaningful Brands® research is the biggest of
its kind. It covers 350,000 people and 1,800 brands
in 31 markets. We offer our clients the �rst global
framework to connect brands and human well-being.
We measure the quality of the bene�ts that brands can
bring to people’s lives and the returns in terms of business.

T RUT H

1O

31 35O.O0O
22 1,80O

DEFINING MEANINGFUL BRANDS®

FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS

PERSONAL BENEFITS

physical

organisational

emotional

financial

Does a product or a service deliver?

social

COLLECTIVE
BENEFITS

natural
intellectual

A meaningful brand is defined by its impact on our personal
and collective well-being, along with its functional benefits.
What matters to us can be divided into three pillars.
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FUNCTIONAL

environment
workplace

economy community
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Trut hs & Beliefs
fromourresearch:

How many believe companies and brands
should play a role in improving their
quality of life and wellbeing.

How many prefer to buy from companies
with a reputation for having a purpose
other than just profits

How many of them believe they are really
working hard at improving them
Global

76 %

43 %

Asians

79 %

67 %

Europeans

74 %

36 %

North americans

70 %

41 %

milennials

76 %

47 %

Gen Z

Global
Asians
Europeans
North americans
milennials
Gen Z

73 %

47 %

How many of them believe they are doing it right now
Global
Asians

Europeans

North americans

milennials
Gen Z

84 %

38 %

82 %

64 %

84 %

39 %

79 %

How many expect brands to provide content
Global
Asians
Europeans
North americans
milennials
Gen Z

90 %

88 %

90 %

90 %
91 %

90 %

How many trust in brands
Global
Asians
Europeans
North americans
milennials
Gen Z

55 %

53 %

How many believe companies have a more
important role than governments today
in creating a better future
Global
Asians
Europeans
North americans
milennials
Gen Z

55 %
51 %

66 %

53 %

58 %

54 %

How many believe brands should offer
interesting, entertaining or useful experiences
or services apart from their usual products

82 %

41 %

55 %

83 %

31 %

42 %

48 %

63 %

DA RE

How many believe companies and brands should
communicate honestly about their commitments and
promises

53 %

55 %
38 %

39 %
51 %

60 %

82 %

Global
Asians
Europeans
North americans
milennials
Gen Z

75 %

87 %

69 %

70 %

84 %

87 %

How many trust companies and brands
that are socially and environmentally
responsible more than those who are not
Global
Asians
Europeans
North americans
milennials
Gen Z

56 %
49 %

73 %

50 %

59 %

59 %
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MEA NINGFUL WORK EX PERIENCE
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P.CLA RKE

I get up
each day with a focus on creating
meaningful work experiences for our
employees. But it takes a village (literally) to
make that happen. It means making sure we
have caring leaders, agencies that create
engaging and inspirational environments,
and that we o�er global and local talent
development programs. Sitting at the center
of all this is a commitment to Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion.

Our

global DEI initiatives
are framed under the banner “All In”. This
is because everyone needs to be engaged
in valuing the beautiful di�erences in all of
us. It has to be something that each of us
personally works on each day supported by
the great work going on in agencies around
the world. There are over 100 initiatives
across many regions and areas of focus
including gender, LGBTQ+, mental health &
wellness, ageism, ability and more. These
initiatives are often employee led and the
passion of the people running them is
contagious.

Making

sure

that ALL our employees feel included in
their workplace each and every day is
fundamental. In our recent Havas employee
survey, nearly 80% of employees said they
feel a sense of belonging in their agencies.
A little over 70% said they can be their
authentic selves at work and that their
agency values diversity.

We

have a good foundation,
but there’s still more to be done to achieve
meaningful work experiences for all. To
continue to advance, it’s a team e�ort.
Let’s start with each of us asking ourselves,
what am I doing to be “All In”? #havas
#meaningfulworkforALL
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HAVAS UNIV ERSITY

Welcome to

Havas University!
Havas Group’s custom-made learning solution that puts leading experts and content at the fngertips o� our 20,000 Havas employees around the world. It is part o� Havas’ commitment to our
people, their personal development, and our common �uture.

A BETTER-LOOKING INTERFACE AND
USER-FRIENDLY FEATURES
EASIER ACCESS THROUGH
IMPROVED SEARCH
SMART RECOMMENDATIONS

Compliance
In�ormation Security
Havas talent
Management
Media
Personal development
So�tware & Tools
Strategy & Innovation
Healthcare
Creative

64

available courses

32
32

GLOBAL
LOCAL

T RUT H

AN EXTENDED COURSE CATALOG

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10

courses

T O TA L

categories

+25

courses every year

+18 000
users

+100 000
certifcations since 2016

+800

user connections per day

+300 000
course enrolments
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HAVAS UNIV ERSITY

How Havas University was born?
It was born in 2016 �rom the will to give all
Havas employees access to the skills and
know-how o� our experts. At the time, we
had no global knowledge management solution nor content available to be shared within
the Group.
With the support o� the Global IT team, and
thanks to a small, brilliant dedicated task�orce (composed o� Dana Blanco, Xavier de
Bloteau, Juliette Couaillier & Zoya Gonthier),
we developed Havas University, the group’s
knowledge management solution and built
a �rst 100% programmatic module with our
expe rts in several countries.

Céline Merle Béral
Global Chie� HR O��cer, Havas Creative
& Havas Media Group

And how is training in general
going to evolve at Havas?

Since 2016 over 100,000 certi�cations have been granted in a
wide range o� topics, �rom compliance policies to programmatic
buying, data management, story
telling... Today, we o��er around
50 global and local courses.
The plat�orm is available in three
languages - English, French and
Spanish – and some courses are
available in several languages.

The better our people are learning and growing and the better
they �eel at work, the more they
can meet client expectations and
innovate - it’s a win-win relationship. We believe this is a central
piece to be a great place to work.
Our ambition is to gather the expertise and many skills �rom every
corner o� the group, and share
them across our network via high
value training courses, to educate,
inspire and support the development o� our people.

Since the integration o� Havas Group within Vivendi, Havas
University has also been chosen
by Vivendi as their online learning
solution and they have deployed
our plat�orm and course o��erings
to all the Vivendi entities. The
most recent development is that
our fagship courses are now on
sale �or clients.

How is the platform going to evolve?
We recently redesigned the
plat�orm thanks to a smart collaboration between Havas University,
Fullsix, HR, IT and communication
teams across several countries. I
would like to warmly thank all the
people that have worked on the
project, it’s been a great team
e��ort.

Our main objective was to improve the User Experience and
o��er the �ollowing bene�ts to our
people:
•

a better looking inter�ace
and user-�riendly �eatures

•

easier access through improved search

•

smart recommendations

•

an extended course catalogue

DA RE

How has Havas University
been developed since its launch?

Havas University accompanies
all our employees in their career
growth, enhances our personal
and pro�essional �utures, and promotes a common culture at Havas,
based on knowledge sharing and
meaning�ul learning experiences.

Xavier de Bloteau

Juliette Couaillier

Dana Blanco

Global CIO Havas Media Group

Chie� Talent O��cer, Havas Village
France & Global Media

Knowledge Manager,
Havas University
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COOPERAT ION

Emirates wanted to build brand love amongst the Afropolitan
audience in South Africa, who are keen international travelers, highly social, bold, expressive and proud to present what
their country is about to the world. We tapped into one of
their strong passions – jazz – to build a reality search competition to �nd the next authentic and unique Afro jazz voice
amidst the larger South African music industry.
Partnering with Universal Music and Kaya FM, we created a
dedicated digital platform for Afropolitans, Emirates Pursuit
of Jazz, giving access to the audience to be part of discovering fresh new jazz talents.
Starting with talent scouting for 2 months, going onto auditioning the Top 100 to select the Top 5 who then went on to
play at a �nal live event where the audience & judges votes
chose a winner.
Content from each phase lived on the dedicated website
where audience interaction and voting was encouraged.
Organic media from the artists, press, Judges and radio DJs
created buzz for the campaign supported by digital, social
and radio campaigns.
Two winners �nally won a record deal with UMG and a chance
to travel to New York and play at the iconic Blue Note Jazz
club.
RESULTS:
Over 500 jazz artists entered the competition.
Over 1000 people voted on the microsite for their favorite artist, to stand a chance to win a trip to New York alongside the
winning artist.
The average session time on the microsite was 4.5 minutes.

30

COOPERAT ION

Leading French optician Krys wanted to improve its brand
utility through reading by promoting the bene�ts and the
importance of reading for children. The approach was to develop a program that promoted Krys’ commitment to reading
through ocular preservation and which involved promotion,
store experience and advertising.
Nathan is a publisher which belongs to Editis and specialises
in learning materials and books for children. Nathan is one of
France’s best-known brands whose products are designed
to give readers the desire to know more, to encourage development and provide intelligent entertainment. Nathan’s
multi-faceted range includes games, textbooks and teaching
resources, children’s books and nature guides.
During the 2019 « back to school » period, Krys launched a
commercial operation : for each ‘Krys Protection Pack’ which
inlcuded a pair of glasses, a pair of anti blue light glasses
and a pair of sunglasses, children received a Nathan book of
colour illustrations adapted to 5-8 year olds to improve their
reading skills.
RESULTS:
Overall, 30 000 books were distributed in 1 000 Krys stores.

impressions

*excl. music videos

Ultimate Ears is a Logitech-owned brand that o�ers a range
of speakers with an engaging philosophy:
‘Live to the Ultimate’.

DA RE

branded video views*
on social media

increase in top of mind
brand awareness for
ultimate ears

people likely to buy
and/ or recommend
the product
greater resonance with

(+20%)
(+12%) and
(+10%)

authenticity
social media
engagements

innovation
creativity

BOOM and MEGABOOM are the company’s biggest products and have been relaunched at the end of Sept 2018. The
BOOM 3 and MEGABOOM 3 refresh links the ‘Live to the
Ultimate’ brand’s philosophy to the features of the product:
waterproof, durable, shockproof.
UMGB, in synergy with Havas and Fused (the digital media
agency within UMGB), turned a media brief into a media and
creative one. They designed an integrated proposition to
tackle new media challenges in the UK, France and Germany.
On top of a media solution, UMGB created emotional and
engaging content to complete the existing assets partnering
with one music artist to strengthen the position of Ultimate
Ears.
Jax Jones’ was naturally a great �t for the brand embody ing the party and fun spirit. We created a series of fun and
entertaining ‘SNACK’-ABLE skits that playo� Jax’s vibrant
personality and showcase the various features of the BOOM 3
& MEGABOOM 3 speakers (the magic button, the waterproof
feature and the durability). All the narratives are focused on
scenarios that happen backstage; the rarely seen moments in
the minutes and hours before the artist is called to perform.
These include; chilling out, getting in the zone, being rowdy,
having a drink, playing games and shaking o� any last minute
nerves. All videos were broadcasted on Jax Jones’ Youtube
and Social Media channels. The campaign was ampli�ed
with exclusive meet & greets with Jax Jones’, concert ticket
give-aways and a product placement in Jax Jones’ latest hit.
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TA LENT WA NT ED

We

see creativity in real life and
in our industry very di�erently. A creative
person in life is someone who thinks outside
the box, who is nice, surprising and guided
by his/her intuition. I don’t think my job
is anything like that. If I’m honest, I don’t
really care if my creatives are ‘creative’. For
me, the most important thing is to have
creatives who are talented.

Talent is
rare.

The g ift , the ability
to transcend really boring objects into
unique and fascinating ones that provoke
conversation, that’s rare. It is a meticulous,
tedious job in which every detail counts.
Inspiration is nice, but generally not enough
in our line of work. You have to have talent,
but also resilience, courage and a good
dose of love for human beings.

32

It’s

not that complicated really.
All the talented people I’ve been lucky
enough to meet in my life that have made
engaging campaigns (agency or brand) are
very often engaging, brave and generous
people themselves.

Talent
makes

everything
simpler, funnier, more beautiful and easier
to understand. It lights up our profession
which without talent is like selling carpets a bit dirty and manipulative. It’s important to
�nd meaning in our business, to encourage
younger people to join us and �nd pride in
well-done, intelligent and jubilant work.

S.X IBERRAS
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The power
of creative
ideas to drive
positive
change
34

CSR

AS A COMMUNICATIONS
GROUP WE HAVE NOT ONLY
THE POWER BUT ALSO THE
RESPONSIBILITY TO USE OUR
INFLUENCE ON PEOPLE’S
BEHAVIOUR TO DRIVE
POSITIVE CHANGE IN SOCIETY.

DA RE

THROUGH OUR TOP TALENT’S
BRILLIANT CREATIVE IDEAS,
WE HELP OUR CLIENTS BUILD
MEANINGFUL BRANDS,
BRANDS THAT ARE PRESENT
IN EVERYDAY LIFE, THAT ARE
INSPIRING, AUTHENTIC, SINCERE,
HONEST AND RESPECTFUL OF THE
ENVIRONMENT AND THE PEOPLE
WHO INTERACT WITH THEM. THESE
ARE BRANDS THAT CONSUMERS
WANT TO ENGAGE WITH, A KEY
FACTOR THAT ENSURES SUSTAINABLE
GROWTH FOR OUR CLIENTS.
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CSR

r�spO�s�B�e coMmu�i�a�ion

coMmu�i�a�ion
P�Odu�ed By P�Opl�
a�t�n�D to a�l
s�akehO�D�r�

coMmu�i�a�ion
tha� i� coMpl�a�t
W�th e�H�c�l r�l�s
& r�g�l�t�O�s

coMmu�i�a�ion
D�s�g�ed to M�n�M�Z�
i�s imP�c� O� the
e�v�ronme�t a�D
adD�e�s soc�a� a�D
soc�e�Y i�s�e�
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our

ENGAGEMENTs
CSR

l�arn mOre

Certifications

AS A RECOGNITION OF OUR COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY AND
RESPONSIBLE COMMUNICATION OVER THE YEARS, OUR AGENCIES HAVE
RECEIVED CERTIFICATIONS SUCH AS ECOVADIS, BCORP,
ISO (14001, 270001, 40001), SEDEX, LABEL RSE AMONG MANY OTHERS
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W ELL- BEING AT WORK

B U I L D I NG A BET T E R F UT U RE
for our people and the environment
Talent is our most valuable asset. The
well-being of our employees goes beyond

HK
X

their safety and security - it includes
career opportunities to progress and to
do meaningful work they are proud of. We
encourage our people to take advantage of
the many opportunities to grow – whether
it be a local agency training, special project
or one of our unique global development
programs. Together we act on our values
and engage in initiatives to reduce negative
impact on the environment and to give
back to local communities.

T RUT H

HA
VA
S

US
A

LO
N

DO
N

Design and implementation
o� building-wide events to
raise awareness o� waste, in
particular single-use-plastic,
the climate breakdown, and
carbon-intensive �oods.
Creation o� materials �rom
waste including:
- Co��ee grounds converted into
�uel briquettes,
- Introduction o� glass milk
bottles (saving 12,000 plastic
containers each year),
- Pencils are made �rom old
pallets (reducing the need to
harvest more virgin wood)
- Use o� confdential paper to
create sta�� notebooks.

Signatories o� the ‘3%
Pledge �or Pay Equity’ which
encourages agencies to
conduct wage audits and
display a commitment to equal
pay.
Organization by Havas
Media’s LGBTQIA+ culture
committee o� internal local
programming �eaturing
sensitivity trainings, flm
screenings and celebrations �or
the community.
Havas NY was named as one
o� AdAge’s Best Places to
Work.

HA
VA
S

VI
LL
AG

Organization o� events to
promote open discussion
around mental health.
Passing o� workplace gender
equity report, with no gender
pay gap at any level.
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�

ED

IA

Partnership with local ftness
studio to o��er �ree access to
employees.

GE
R

M
AN
Y

Organization o� social
events and get togethers �or
employees.

BE
TC

PA
R

GLOBAL
TALENT
INITIATIVES
IS

Introduction o� electric
scooters and car sharing to
�acilitate commuting.
Farming hops to produce
home-brewed beer.

HAVAS LOFTS
A four-week global mobility
and learning program, Havas
Lofts gives employees insight
into how the Havas network
operates across its many
countries, cities and agencies.
Each Lofts class consists of
about 20 participants from a
variety of disciplines and levels
across the Creative, Media,
Health and BETC networks.

HAVAS NEXTGEN
HA
VA
S

VI
LL
AG
EP
UT
EA
Distribution o� glass bottles
UX
and installation o� water
�ountains to eliminate singleuse-plastic.

HA
VA
S

�

ILA
N

Recognized as ‘plastic �ree
ambassadors’ via a Ministry o�
the Environment project.

HA
VA
S

VI
LL
AG
ES

Over 165 employees helped 25
startups with pro bono service
over more than 10,000 hours.

Organization o� Paper Cleaning
Week during which 2,762 kg o�
paper was collected and Havas
will plant 2,762 trees.

Organization o� a Havas
Runners crew.

PA
IN

FEM�ES FORWARD

DA RE

Ongoing building renovation
projects to include gardens,
entertainment spaces and
better �ood options �or
employees.

NextGen is a comprehensive
year-long executive leadership
program designed to prepare
our organization’s high potential
leaders for future senior leadership roles. Each NextGen class
brings together 50+ global leaders and focuses on building a
leadership community through
a collaborative, team-based
experience.

In January 2018, Havas Group
launched Femmes Forward, a
comprehensive learning program
designed to prepare the women
in our organization to advance
their careers at a faster pace.
The program provides a mix of
skill-based training modules,
professional leadership
assessments, inspiration from
female leaders, group coaching,
and networking with senior-level
sponsors.

HAVAS UNIVERSITY
Our custom-made learning
platform, Havas University, is
available to all our employees
and has now been extended
to our clients. The curriculum
covers a wide range of basic
to advanced trainings on key
industry trends, insights and
innovation.
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GOOD SHOPPING CA N CHA NGE T HE WORLD

AVOIDING RISKS

H�v�s M�l�n
ita�Y

Can your shopp ing change the world? Yes it can,
according to Italian supermarket chain Coop (one
of the largest chains in the FMCG market in Italy,
with 1,500 stores and 6.5 million loyal members)
and their new campaign created by Havas Milan
and helmed by Vincent Lobelle through production
company The Family.
Havas Milan / Coop ’s latest campaign takes viewers on a j ourney through the eyes of a determined
shopp ing cart.
THE BIRTH OF AN IDEA

The campaign effectively
demonstrates the importance
of choosing products that
safeguard the well-being
of people, animals and the
planet. The viewer is taken on
a journey, - a modern fairytale
about the positive effects
of conscious shopping and
consumption. It’s a beautiful
storytelling piece with a
strong emotional component
and with a brand new
protagonist, the shopping cart.
The cart brakes the chains
that holds it back and starts
a journey out in the big world
where it goes on to accomplish
virtuous acts that can, in fact,
change the world.

BEHIND THE SCENES
We spent �ve days shooting and about 50 post-producing. We �lmed the beach, countryside, and supermarket scenes in Tuscany. It required an interesting mix of
techniques. When possible, we used a real cart moved
by ropes, or by a remote-controlled motor, or propelled
by a quad. In scenes such as that with the whale, or the
train journey, we pasted the cart in CGI onto pre-existing
material. The Antarctic scene is 100% digital.

THE POWER OF A RIGHT STORYTELLING
Coop is a new client to Havas Milan. Of course, we
knew climate change was important from the consumers’ perspective. But as we started to study Coop as
consultants, something became immediately clear.
It wasn’t us who suggested Coop joining the movement for the protection of our planet; it was rather in
Coop’s story itse lf. The contemporary ideas that form
its sustainable philosophy are completely in line with
the current trending topics. The challenge was to �nd
the courage to state something important. And then,
of course, to �nd the right storytelling that struck the
right notes. We hope we achieved that.

DA RE

The idea that “Good Shopping Can Change the
World” is what �rst shaped this campaign. Looking at
this sentence on a white slide felt like something magni�cent. It’s a strong, inspiring line, born from what
Coop concretely does every day. In this campaign, we
matched this idea with some contemporary issues that
are becoming more and more urgent to our society. A
whole generation is taking over the world to remind us
of their desire for a di�erent future, and grocery shopping is one of the ways we can have a positive impact
on change. The shopping cart idea came at the second stage of concept development. We were looking
for a strong symbol that could represent both Coop’s
commitment and the consumers’ common feeling.
We needed a memorable protagonist that was able to
make us passionate about its adventures.

Coop is, in many ways, a brand ahead of its time. It
started pursuing sustainability, labor rights, and food
safety long before these issues became trending
topics. With its actions, Coop has often anticipated
behaviours that are now required by law. The risk, in
these cases, is to sound like someone who’s bragging
about their achievements and, as we know, generally,
“Mr. Perfects” are not very well loved . So, we decided
to narrate Coop’s big commitment in an entertaining
way, to try to engage people through emotions.

l�arn mOre
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GREG JAMES, Global Chie� Strategy Ofcer, Havas Media Group
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from vilnius!
Our agency, Socialus Marketingas, joined the Havas Family in 2019. If we
haven’t yet met, here is some food for thought to help you get to know us a
little. When we are asked how we follow the truth in the advertising world, we
answer that knowing what we stand for and believe in and sticking to it is a
signi�cant �rst step. Being true to our values, authentic in our failures, and
transparent in our relationships is what our customers value.
At least the ones worth our time and effort.

Sadly, you have reached the end of the second issue of Dare! We hope reading it
was a pleasant journey and that you will reread it , use it , share it and �nd a whole lot
of inspiration. For us it will be a journey to remember - from the very birth of the idea
a couple of months ago, to the production process and �nally to the freshly printed
issue of the magazine.
We thought that “Truth” was an excellent theme to represent Havas Group’s
values, ideas and brilliant work.
Truth and Dare should work together. We need data and insights to build great
campaigns, which we can’t do wit hout being truthful and facing even the most
uncomfortable facts. We also need to come up wit h great creative solutions,
world-changing concepts, and persuade our clients to take a big step
(which is not always easy). That’s our Dare.

ma king�
of

But today we could genuinely say - this is not just a concept. It ’s us, and it ’s you. It ’s our
work, and it ’s your work. Drafting every single page of this magazine showed us that as
a team, we are on the right track. We deliver the truth and make the world a better
place to live together.
It is now time for you to lead the journey towards creating Dare! #3. If you like the
idea of working wit h world-changing teams and representing Havas Group’s work
in the best possible way - then don’t hold back! Just contact the Havas Group
Communications Team - they are wait ing to hear from you.
Simona & Matas,
Socialus Marketingas
socialusmarketingas

Contacts:

Lorella Gessa
Chief Communications O�cer,
Havas Group
lorella.gessa@havas.com

Susan Christie
Deputy Communications Director,
Havas Group
susan.christie@havas.com

Lorella Gessa, Susan Christie, Vincent Denis,
Maria Escobar-Granet

Matas Grecevičius, Simona Vilkaitė - Marcinkevičė

Matas Grecevičius, Simona Vilkaitė Marcinkevičė, Viktorija Piščikaitė, Giedrė
Banevičiūtė, Karolina Barkovskytė, Aidis Dalikas
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@havasgroup
@socialusmarketingas

